We propose a method to train generative adversarial networks on mutivariate feature vectors representing multiple categorical values. In contrast to the continuous domain, where GAN-based methods have delivered considerable results, GANs struggle to perform equally well on discrete data. We propose and compare several architectures based on multiple (Gumbel) softmax output layers taking into account the structure of the data. We evaluate the performance of our architecture on datasets with different sparsity, number of features, ranges of categorical values, and dependencies among the features. Our proposed architecture and method outperforms existing models.
Introduction
With recent advances in the field of generative adversarial networks (GANs) (Goodfellow et al., 2014) , such as learning to transfer properties or understanding practical aspects (Gulrajani et al., 2017) as well as theoretical aspects (Mescheder et al., 2018) , it is tempting to apply GANs to problems in data science tasks. Most popular studies related to GANs involve continuous datasets from the computer vision domain, but data science applications usually deal with multiple continuous and categorical variables. Training networks with categorical outputs raises additional challenges, because layers sampling from discrete distributions are often non-differentiable, which makes it impossible to train the network using backpropagation. Existing models that work with discrete data are focused on generating sequential samples from a single categorical variable or vocabulary (Kusner & Hernndez-Lobato, 2016; Yu et al., 2017; Junbo et al., 2017; Gulrajani et al., 2017) . In (Choi et al., 2017) multiple categorical variables are interpreted as a flat collection of binary features resulting from multiple one-hot-encodings, discarding useful information about the structure of the data. To the extent of our knowledge, this is the first work that takes into account use cases where the data is composed by multiple categorical variables. The specific contributions of this work are the following: 1) We present a review of the state of the art in generating discrete samples using GANs; 2) We propose a new model architecture with the corresponding training loss modifications by adapting the existing methods to the multi-categorical setting; 3) We extend the evaluation metrics used in literature to the multi-categorical setting and we show empirically that our approach outperforms the existing methods.
Related Work
While none of the existing work addresses learning from distributions with multiple categorical variables, different aspects of this problem have been addressed previously.
The output of a neural network can be transformed into a multinominal distribution by passing it through a softmax layer. However, sampling from this distribution is not a differentiable operation, which blocks the backpropagation process during the training of generative models for discrete samples. The Gumbel-Softmax (Jang et al., 2016) and the Concrete-Distribution (Maddison et al., 2016) were simultaneously proposed to tackle this problem in the domain of variational autoencoders (VAE) (Kingma & Welling, 2013) . Later (Kusner & Hernndez-Lobato, 2016) adapted the technique to GANs for sequences of discrete elements.
Addressing the same problem, a reinforcement learning approach called SeqGAN (Yu et al., 2017) interprets the generator as a stochastic policy and performs gradient policy updates to avoid the problem of backpropagation with discrete sequences. The discriminator in this case outputs the reinforcement learning reward for a full sequence, and several simulations generated with Monte Carlo search are executed to complete the missing steps.
An alternative approach that avoids backpropagating through discrete samples, called Adversarially regularized autoencoders (ARAE) (Junbo et al., 2017) , transforms sequences from a discrete vocabulary into a continuous latent space while simultaneously training both a generator (to arXiv:1807.01202v2 [stat.ML] 4 Jul 2018 output samples from the same latent distribution) and a discriminator (to distinguish between real and fake latent codes). Instead of using the traditional GAN architecture, the authors use the Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) to improve training stability and obtain a loss more correlated with sample quality.
An architecture comparable to ARAE is presented as MedGAN (Choi et al., 2017) to synthesize realistic health care patient records. The authors analyze the problem of generating simultaneously discrete and continuous samples while representing records as a mix of binary and numeric features. The method pre-trains an autoencoder and then the generator returns latent codes as in the previous case, but they pass that output to the decoder before sending it to the discriminator; therefore, the discriminator receives either fake or real samples directly instead of continuous codes. They propose using shortcut connections in the generator and a new technique which they refer to as minibatch averaging. In order to better evaluate the generation of a whole batch (instead of individual isolated samples), minibatch averaging appends the average value per dimension of a batch to the batch itself before feeding it to the discriminator.
To address the difficulty of training GANs, an improved version for WGAN is presented in (Gulrajani et al., 2017) adding a gradient penalty to the critic loss (WGAN-GP) and removing the size limitation of the critic parameters. The authors present several use cases; in particular for the generation of word sequences, they claim that with this method discrete samples can be generated just by passing the outputs of softmax layers from the generator to the discriminator without sampling from them during training.
Approaches to Multi-Categorical GANs
We compare in total six different networks: first the two baseline approaches, ARAE and MedGAN, with minimal adaptations to our use case. Second, in order to improve the performance, we propose four variants based on an architecture with a modified generator for Gumbel-Softmax GAN and WGAN-GP, as well as using a modified decoder for ARAE and MedGAN. Section 3.1 introduces the required definition and references. Sections 3.2 to 3.4 describe our contribution and the scenario it is used in.
Preliminaries
GANs (Goodfellow et al., 2014) approximate drawing samples from a true data distribution P data using a parametrized deterministic generator G(z; θ g ) with z drawn from a random prior P z , obtaining the generated data distribution P g . A parametrized discriminator D(x; θ d ) is trained to maximize the probability of assigning the correct real or fake label to x while at the same time G learns how to fool D. This adversarial setting can be thought as a two-player minimax game with the following value function:
Before each generator update step, if the discriminator is trained until convergence, then minimizing the value function is equivalent to minimizing the Jensen-Shannon divergence between P data and P g , but that lead to vanishing gradients. In practice, the model is trained by alternating discriminator and generator learning steps with minibatches of size m optimizing a separate loss for each case:
d based on inputs a ∈ R d (that can be the output of previous layers) and a temperature hyperparameter τ ∈ (0, ∞) by the formula:
In (Kusner & Hernndez-Lobato, 2016 ) both the generator and the discriminator are implemented using recurrent neural networks. The generator uses the Gumbel-Softmax output layer to generate sequences of discrete elements, and the discriminator decides if a sequences are real or fake.
In WGAN ) the authors claim that the divergences minimized in GANs lead to training difficulties because they are potentially not continuous. They propose to use the Wasserstein-1 distance (also known as Earth-Mover) because it is continuous everywhere and differentiable almost everywhere. Also they show that the loss they propose is more correlated with sample quality. In practice, the difference is that the discriminator is replaced by a critic, which returns real values instead of binary outputs, and its parameters are limited to the range [−c; c] for a small constant c. The losses for this method are defined as:
WGAN-GP (Gulrajani et al., 2017 ) also presents a recurrent neural network architecture for text generation, but does so with three modifications: first, it uses softmax without sampling, second, it uses a critic instead of a discriminator and third, it adds a gradient penalty to the critic loss:
where λ is a new hyperparameter called penalty coefficient, and Px is a distribution defined by sampling uniformly along straight lines between pairs of samples from P data and P g . ARAE (Junbo et al., 2017) alternates training steps between an autoencoder defined by parametrized functions Enc and Dec, a generator that samples continuous latent codes, and a critic that distinguishes between real and fake codes. The reconstruction loss of the autoencoder depends on the problem, e.g., cross entropy loss for one-hot encoded data. The generator loss is the same as in WGAN, and for the critic the loss is similar but includes the encoder in the equation:
Notice that the encoder is also trained during the critic learning step, but the gradients passed to it are regularized.
MedGAN (Choi et al., 2017 ) also implements an autoencoder between the generator and the discriminator, but in this case the discriminator receives real data or fake data obtained from decoding fake codes. The autoencoder is first pre-trained separately using binary cross entropy as reconstruction for datasets with binary features:
During the main training phase the gradients flow from the discriminator to the decoder and afterwards to the generator. The traditional GAN loss is modified in the following way:
Multi-Categorical Setting
We define the space V = V 1 × . . . × V N , where each V i is a vocabulary of |V i | = d i elements. Then we define a multi categorical variable v ∈ V as the concatenation of N categorical variables v i ∈ V i . Each categorical variable v i can be represented with a one-hot encoded vector
di , where the dimension of x i corresponding to the value of v i is set to one and the rest of the dimensions are set to zero. Hence, a multi-categorical variable v can be represented with a multi-one-hot encoded vector x ∈ {0, 1} d , where
. . , x m }, where each element x i ∈ D is a multi-one-hot encoding of v i ∈ V, our goal is to generate more samples following the same distribution. In order to do so, we propose in Figure 1 Figure 1 . General architecture. After the model output, we place in parallel a dense layer per categorical variable, followed by an activation and a concatenation to obtain the final output. The choice between Gumbel-Softmax or Softmax depends on the model.
Multi-Categorical Generators
In the case of Gumbel-Softmax GAN and WGAN-GP, we propose modifying the generator by splitting the output with a dense layer per categorical variable V i , each one transforming from the last hidden layer size to d i . After that, we either apply a Gumbel-Softmax activation or in the case of WGAN-GP, simply a softmax activation. Finally, we concatenate the previous N outputs into one final output of d dimensions.
Multi-Categorical Autoencoders
For ARAE and MedGAN, we propose modifying the decoder in a similar way, using in both cases a GumbelSoftmax activation after splitting the output with a dense layer per categorical variable V i . The concatenation is the same in evaluation mode, but during training, we use the N Gumbel-Softmax outputs separately to calculate a modified reconstruction loss that takes into account the multicategorical structure. Using the notation x j,k to identify the k-th dimension of x j we define the reconstruction loss as:
which is the sum of the cross-entropy losses for each categorical variable between every sample and its reconstruction.
Experiments
To assess the quality of our proposal, we conduct experiments with varying data properties: sparsity, dimensionality, number of categories, and sample size.
Datasets
In order to have a better control of our experiments, we synthesize several datasets of one-hot encoded categorical variables. While the first categorical variable is uniformly distributed, the remaining ones were given a distribution at random based on the value of the previous variable. With this procedure we present four datasets of 10K samples: two with 10 variables of fixed size 2 and fixed size 10, one with 10 variables with random size between 2 and 10 and a bigger dataset of 100 variables with random size between 2 and 10. This setting allows us to evaluate the models with different configurations of sparsity and dimensionality. A summary of the four datasets is described in Table 1 . Additionally, we selected from the UCI Machine Learning Repository (Dua & Taniskidou, 2017 ) the US Census Data (1990) Data Set to get a more realistic use case of multicategorical variable data. It contains almost 2.5M samples with 68 variables, each of them with a size in the range from 2 to 18, transformed into 396 features.
Evaluation methods
Evaluating the quality of GANs has proved to be difficult. (Borji, 2018) provides a discussion of commonly used metrics. (Theis et al., 2015) notes that not all measures provide a good assessment of the sample quality.
We partition each dataset D with a 90%-10% split into D train and D test in order to run our experiments. The models are trained with D train to generate another dataset called D sample . The remaining D test is used in different ways depending on the evaluation method.
The first two techniques are presented in (Choi et al., 2017) to perform a quantitative evaluation of the binary datasets.
We start with the simplest one, which only checks if the model has learned the independent distribution of ones per dimension correctly. For datasets D sample and D test , we calculate the frequency of ones p(i) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d, obtaining two vectors p sample and p test . Both are compared visually by the authors using scatter plots.
The problem with the initial approach is that it only captures how well the model can reproduce the independent feature distributions, but it does not take into account the dependencies between them. To tackle this, the second method creates one logistic regression model per feature LR traini , trained with D train to predict feature i using the rest of the features. Then, calculating the f1-score of each LR traini using D test , we obtain the vector f train . Repeating the same procedure but training with D sample and evaluating with D test we obtain f sample . Both f vectors are also compared visually by the authors using scatter plots.
During our experiments, we noticed that as the number of dimensions grows, the performance of the logistic regression models starts to deteriorate. This can be misleading, because if the f1 score is low, it is not very clear if it is caused by the properties of the dataset (either real or generated), or by the predictive power of the model. For that reason, we decided to replace logistic regression by random forests.
Furthermore, the second approach was crafted to evaluate binary samples. In our multi-categorical setting, given that we implement concatenated (Gumbel) softmax layers, each sample is represented as a multi-one-hot encoding, hence, only one dimension by categorical variable is set to one. This means that the task of predicting one dimension based on the remaining ones is almost trivial. First, the missing dimension needs to be associated with the corresponding one-hot encoded categorical variable and then, there are only two cases: if there is a one in the one hot encoding, the missing dimension should be a zero, otherwise, it must be a one. Therefore, we propose a third method based on the second one, but predicting one categorical variable at a time instead of one feature at a time. Each predictive model now handles a multi-class classification problem, hence we replace the f1-score by accuracy score. We collect two vectors a train and a sample that can be visually analyzed in the same way we mentioned for the previous vector pairs.
Finally we introduce a numerical analysis by measuring the mean squared error for each of the three vector metrics:
Because of the randomness during training, we need to be sure that we did not get satisfactory results just by chance. Thus, we train every model three times with different random seeds in order to capture the variance in these metrics.
Implementation details
We developed all our experiments using PyTorch 0.4.0 1 choosing hyperparameters with random search followed by manual tunning. In general, we trained using Adam (Kingma & Ba, 2014) with minibatch size of 100 for 2000 epochs with learning rate 10 −3 . Compared to the other models, we had to experiment more to find the right setting for ARAE. We obtained better results by removing the original code normalization and noise annealing, training for more epochs with a smaller learning rate of 10 −5 .
Autoencoders were implemented with MLPs using tanh hidden activations. Generators and discriminators were implemented with MLPs with batch norm between layers (setting the decay to 0.99), using ReLU activations for the generators and LeakyReLU for the discriminators. For ARAE we used the same amount of steps for the three training stages, and for the rest we used two steps for the discriminator for every step of the autoencoder and the generator.
In particular, we defined for ARAE the critic weights range to [−0.1; 0.1]. We used three hidden layers of size 100 for the generator and one for the discriminator, except for the MedGAN models where we used two hidden layers in the discriminator of sizes 256 and 128, and two hidden layers in the generator with the same size of the latent code because of the residual connections. For models with au-toencoders, in the baseline cases the decoder used sigmoid outputs, and for the the multi-categorical versions we selected Gumbel-Softmax outputs with temperature τ = 2/3. Finally, for the simpler GAN with Gumbel-Softmax outputs the temperature was set to a smaller value of τ = 1/3.
Results
In Table 2 we summarize the experiments we executed for every model on each dataset. For each of the three proposed metrics, we present the mean and the standard deviation of the values obtained in three separated runs using different random seeds. We make the following observations:
• The standard deviation for every case is usually smaller than 0.01, which indicates that there is not a significant difference in the metrics between runs and that the results are not a product of mere chance.
• For the Fixed 2 dataset the improvement of the multicategorical models is not evident, but it is reasonable given that samples with only two possible values per categorical variable are equivalent to binary samples, and the baseline models are prepared for that setting.
• Using a collection of variables with the same size or with different sizes does not seem to affect the result.
• The size and the sparsity of the samples seem to be the most important factors. When the datasets have more and larger variables, the dependencies between dimensions become more complex and also the independent proportion of ones per dimension are harder to learn. The experiments show that no model outperforms the rest for every case. It is reasonable to claim that for Table 2 . The three proposed metrics for every dataset and every model.
different settings a different model can be the best pick, but in general we can observe that the multi-categorical models give better results than the baselines.
• We notice cases when, for example, Gumble-GAN is the best method in the MIX BIG experiments, but the worst in the CENSUS dataset. Given that we deal with six models with a considerable amount of hyperparameters and architecture options, it might be valuable to do a more exhaustive hyperparameter search to identify the reason for the variance in performance.
As an example, we show in Figure 2 the scatter plots for the MIX SMALL dataset, that are associated with the values summarized in the third block of Table 2 . Because we plot ground-truth versus model output, perfect results should fall onto the diagonal line. We can see how the first row is fairly good for every model, and how the second row is almost perfect for our approach (as explained in 4.2). Finally, for the last row, the last three columns corresponding to multicategorical models present better performance over the rest.
Conclusion
We extended the autoencoder of MedGAN and ARAE as well as the generator of GumbleGAN and WGAN-GP with dense layers feeding into (Gumbel) softmax layers, each separated into the right dimensionality for their corresponding output variables. Additionally, we adapted a metric to our categorical setting to compare all approaches.
Compared to unmodified MedGAN and ARAE, all approaches improve the performance across all datasets, even though we cannot identify a clear best model. The performance improvement comes at the cost of requiring to add extra information, namely the dimensionality of the variables. In some cases, this information may not be available.
Lastly, while we are positive about the usefulness of the synthetic data for our purposes, other applications might require different evaluation methods to determine the quality of the samples generated by each approach. This might also guide the search for the right hyperparameters and architecture options.
